“Buy the PMC Ounce from Neptune Global”
Says Economist and Bestselling Author James Rickards’
in His Private Letter Strategic Intelligence

Economist Jim Rickards issued a ‘Strong Buy’ call for the Precious Metal Composite (PMC) Ounce,
a diversified physical bullion investment asset offered by U.S.-based Neptune Global Bullion
Exchange. Rickards, editor of Strategic Intelligence newsletter and author of The New York
Times bestseller Currency Wars and The Death of Money issued his endorsement in this
month’s issue of Strategic Intelligence.
“I like the PMC Ounce because it’s a way to own four precious metals in a more diversified, stable
manner,” Rickards wrote. “For example, if gold is getting smashed, one of the other three metals
may be rising. Over time, the PMC Ounce should yield a higher, smoother return than the return
from each metal on its own.”
The PMC ounce was created by Neptune as a way for investors to diversify across the range of
precious metals. It’s a fixed-weight index of the four primary precious metals expressed as a
single ounce. It is liquid and trades in real-time. Yet it also allows you to capture each metal’s
proven characteristics as a store of wealth, inflation hedge, currency hedge and industrial input.
“More important,” says Neptune Global’s Chris Blasi, “a PMC Ounce is not just a claim on physical
metal; its physical bullion stored in an insured, nonbank vault in Delaware. It’s 100% bullion, it’s
not a fund, not a derivative and not ‘paper gold’.”
A popular way to hold the PMC ounce is in a self-directed IRA. Many institutional IRAs are unable
to accommodate alternative investments, like real estate, notes and physical precious metals.
Neptune Global has partnered with IRA custodian Camaplan to offer an easy way to set up and
maintain an IRS-complaint self-directed IRA for PMC ounce holdings.
Bullion for the PMC Ounce is held on an insured basis, in the client’s name, at International
Depository Services of Delaware (IDS-DE). IDS is a wholly owned subsidiary of Dillon Gage, a
global precious metals wholesaler and market maker.
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